
Abstract
Controlled traffic farming allows to minimize traffic-induced soil

compaction by a permanent separation of the crop zone from the traffic
lanes used by wide span tractors. The Authors developed an agricul-
tural wide span vehicle equipped with a skid equipment for turning and
an automatic driving system prototype based on a laser beam. The aim
of this work was to study the kinematic conditions that control the
steering of this machine. Furthermore, the accuracy and the maximum
delay time of the signal transmission by the automatic driving system
of the set-up was also assessed. In comparison with crawler tractors,
the turning of the agricultural wide span vehicle needs a smaller differ-
ence in the moments applied to its right- and left-side wheels. For the
predetermined accuracy of the beam position relative to the plant rows,
±ds = ±0.025 m, the accuracy of the direction of the laser beam at a dis-
tance S=200 m should not be more than ±0.07° and ±0.0014°, consid-
ering a run length of 1000 m. Furthermore, at a speed V=2.5 m s–1 a
trajectory deviation φ≤5° requires a topmost delay time of the control
signal of Δtmax=0.11 s is required.

Introduction
Controlled traffic farming (CTF), in which the crop zone is

distinctly and permanently disjoined from the permanent traffic

lanes, represents a good strategy to reduce traffic-induced soil
compaction (Hamza et al., 2005; Keller et al., 2019). CTF lends
itself to the use of wide span tractors or gantry systems, which are
certainly more convenient than traditional tractors and machine-
and-tractor aggregates (Onal, 2012). In this regard, the practical
experience of using bridge tractors in various countries has shown
the following advantages: energy saving during soil cultivation
has been as high as 55%; the cost of sowing crops has decreased
by 40%; the quality of tillage and soil structure ha improved; area
losses for travelling of agricultural machinery have been mini-
mized; high accuracy of tool positioning has been achieved; agri-
cultural operations has been automated; crop yields have
increased by 7-10% (Raper, 2005). A wide span tractor usually
works over tilled crops, and often implements rigidly linked to it
operate on rows in which plants are located (Chamen, 1992). On
the other hand, gantry systems, due to their large wheel track
width, during their motion along the traffic lanes, can undergo tra-
jectory deviations caused by different factors, such as the uneven-
ness of the soil resistance, the type of driving wheels, forward
speed, acting forces and so on (Bulgakov et al., 2019c), which can
affect the working organs and damage the plants (Bulgakov et al.,
2019b; (Bulgakov et al., 2019a). Wide span tractors can also be
equipped with automatic driving systems. Traditionally, an auto-
matic control (regulation) system is a closed dynamic system in
which the difference between the pre-set and the current values of
the adjustable parameter is measured (Ji and Zhou, 2014;
Chebrolu et al., 2017). Depending on the result of the measure-
ment, an automatic action is performed, aimed at reducing the
indicated difference to an admissible small value (Bulgakov et al.,
2020). As is known, the task of automated driving vehicles is to
perform guide actions without any operator’s intervention (Yang
et al., 2015). This task, applied to a wide span tractor moving
along the tracks of traffic lanes, turns out to be fairly complicated
due to the relatively small possibilities for manoeuvring it, when
in motion, as well as the impact of a large number of random dis-
turbing factors. Indeed, these can create many possible situations
which need to be countered by the impact of the interrelated
means of control (steering control, brakes, engine control, etc.)
(Bulgakov et al., 2018).

GNSS-based systems are the most popular for the automatic
driving of mobile agricultural machinery (He et al., 2011; Luo et
al., 2009). In this regard, the technical perfection of modern
equipment in terms of the accuracy of reproducing set trajectories
of mobile machines is astonishing considering the results achieved
(Griepentrog, 2009). Yet, the accuracy of GPS equipment is insuf-
ficient for the implementation of fully automated driving in wide
span tractors within permanent traffic lanes. Attempts to supple-
ment GPS navigation systems with additional corrective short-
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range navigation systems complicated significantly the equipment,
reduced its reliability and increase its cost (Zhu et al., 2016;
Bakker et al., 2011). 

The Authors designed and developed an electric traction agri-
cultural wide span vehicle, which is able to move within the tracks
of permanent traffic lanes and to turn by modifying the wheel
speeds of the machine sides. For such a machine it would be inter-
esting to be able to control automatically its motion along a prede-
termined trajectory of the tracks of permanent traffic lanes, using
local positioning systems. Therefore, the Authors set up and imple-
mented an automatic driving system prototype based on a laser
beam.

The Authors investigated in enough depth both theoretical and
practical aspects of the use of agricultural wide span vehicles in
previously published articles. According to the results of these
studies, the design and technological schemes have been substan-
tiated for the units based on mobile bridge agricultural machinery,
which can ensure that they are adequately controllable and stable
and can move smoothly. Conversely, the research of driving
automation of the agricultural wide span vehicle was addressed by
the Authors for the first time.

The design of a mobile bridge agricultural equipment based on
the main indicators must be consistent with the parameters of the
coordinate-transport system of the field, its placement on the head-
land, and the possibility of implementing their movement in an
automatic or semi-automatic mode. Considering the relevance of
using agricultural wide span vehicles, conceptual decisions should
be adequately substantiated for their individual components, such
as the choice of navigation system, running system, controls,
power plant. The success of further automation in agricultural wide
span vehicles and the entire agricultural bridge complex depends
on the right choice of design schemes and these elements.
Therefore, in the first part of this paper, the Authors are proposing
a condition for controlling the skid steering of the machine in rela-
tion to the difference of moments brought to the right and left side.
In the second part, using the example of the laser system for track-
ing the trajectory of the machine, the magnitude of the orientation
error (accuracy) is substantiated with reference to a turn of the
frame when entering the turn, which should be eliminated when
the machine exits the turn.

Materials and methods

The agricultural wide span vehicle 
The agricultural wide span vehicle is a customized device con-

ceptualized and developed by the Authors. It consists mostly of a
steel frame which supports the following main parts: two electric
motors, power transmission, undercarriage, control mechanisms,
and implement interface (Figure 1). The undercarriage is a sub-
structure which holds up four semi-axes on which wheels with
tyres, each of a standard size 9.5R32, are fixed.

Each of the Energolukss SIA AIR80B6 (Energolukss, SIA,
Riga, Latvia) electric motors has the following main features:
asynchronous 3-phase type, frequency of 50 Hz, rated voltage of
380 V, and rated power of 1.1 kW. In the prototype stage, the
power supply for the electrical motors is provided by using a suit-
able cable connected to a 3-phase power generator carried by the
vehicle itself. The electric motors are placed on the right and left
sides of the agricultural wide span vehicle. They drive the left and
right wheels by means of chains and gear transmissions, so that
they move along the tracks of permanent traffic lanes. The change
in direction is obtained by adjusting the rotational speeds of the
wheels, i.e. through a skid steering system (ISO, 2008). The imple-
ment interface is formed by a mounted three-point hitch to which
agricultural machines and implements can be aggregated to the
wide span vehicle.

The main technical characteristics of the agricultural wide span
vehicle are: i) operating mass of 1158 kg; ii) pulling force (over
stubble of crops) of 6.3 kN; iii) wheel track width of 3.5 m; iv)
wheelbase of 2.3 m.

Theoretical considerations
As a result of numerous experimental studies and observations,

the Authors found that, in order to correct automatically the motion
direction of an agricultural wide span vehicle, in particular for rec-
tilinear motion within a constant technological track, it must be
able to make both turns and plane-parallel shifts of the machine
frame relative to the trajectory of motion.

When a four-wheeled machine turns with a sideways turn pat-
tern, the lateral displacement of the machine relative to the trajec-
tory line is only possible because of uncontrolled sideways drift.

                             Article

Figure 1. The wide span vehicle during the test: 1 - frame; 2 - elec-
tric motors; 3 - permanent traffic lanes.

Figure 2. Correction of trajectory disturbances. A) and C) parallel
displacement of the machine; B) rotation of the machine axis
without offset; 1 - aperiodic trajectory of the transient process; 2
- trajectory in case of overregulation; 3 - trajectory at damped
auto-oscillations of the controlled variable.
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Correcting the trajectory of machines with this turning pattern is
accompanied by a degradation of the machine orientation relative
to the set trajectory (Figure 2A curve 1 and 2C).

When the steady motion of the machine is disturbed by a par-
allel displacement Δy of the machine axis relative to a given trajec-
tory (Figure 2A), the control system must turn the machine axis in
the opposite direction to the displacement (entering the turn).
Then, after some time (the turn itself), which is determined by the
speed of motion, it should turn again the machine axis, but in the
opposite direction (exit from the turn). 

In another situation, in which the disturbance occurs in the
form of a rotation Δφ of the machine axis without its centre dis-
placement relative to the line of the given trajectory (Figure 2B),
the correction of the position requires some way of entering the
turn such that the machine will move from the line of the given tra-
jectory during the following turn of the frame in the opposite direc-
tion and then exit the turn, again by turning the frame.

When the control of a machine is automated, there is a discrep-
ancy between the speed of action of the control mechanisms and
the speed of action of the disturbing factors. Over-regulation or
even damped oscillations of the regulated quantity are likely to
occur (curves 2 and 3 in Figure 2A, respectively).

If the current position of the machine is indicated by signals
proportional to displacement Δy and rotation Δφ of the frame, the
maximum efficiency of automatic driving will be provided by a
control system that allows both a lateral plane-parallel movement
of the machine to correct parallel displacements from a given tra-
jectory and a straight-line movement of the machine with simulta-
neous rotation around the vertical axis to correct angular devia-
tions.

In this respect, the analytical study of the automatic driving
process of the agricultural wide span vehicle has been carried out
considering its skid steering system. Referring to this, first its
equivalent circuit was constructed. Also, an analysis was conduct-
ed on the scheme of the steering of the agricultural wide span vehi-
cle in a horizontal plane XaQYa (Figure 3), which is implemented
based on the different speeds of its left and right wheels.

As is known, in the driving mode, the following forces act on
each wheel of radius r of the agricultural wide span vehicle (Figure
4): the vertical load N, the tangential force FD and the reaction of
the wheel axis FT, the turning torque Mk and the rolling resistance
moment Mf, which is made up of action force N and reaction force

Nf, and the lateral force T (Figure 3) (Wong, 2001). When the
wheel, loaded with a lateral force T, rolls in a direction x at a speed
Vx, a deformation of the tyre takes place in the lateral direction,
which leads to a lateral slip of the tyre, that corresponds to the
appearance of the speed component Vy.

To overcome the turning resistance forces to the right and left
wheels of the agricultural wide span vehicle (Figure 4), different
turning torques Mki must be applied, which will provide different
values of the tangential forces FDi:

                                                             
(1)

where: Mki is the turning torque applied to the i-th wheel; ri is the
dynamic radius of the i-th wheel; Mfi is the rolling resistance
moment of the i-th wheel.

Due to the difference in the sum of the driving moments Mk
applied to the left and right wheels of the agricultural wide span
vehicle, a torque Mp appears in a horizontal plane resulting from:

                            
(2)

where: FDl1, FDl2 and FDr1, FDr2 are the tangential forces applied,
respectively, to the front and rear wheels of the left and right sides
of the agricultural wide span vehicle; K is the track width.

The appearance of the torque Mp causes a change in the direc-
tion of the agricultural wide span vehicle. The turning resistance of
the machine leads to the appearance of the torque of the lateral
interaction forces of the wheels with the supporting surface MT,
which can be considered as a stabilising torque, and the moment of
inertia Mj:

      
(3)

where: MT is the torque caused by the lateral interaction forces of

                             Article

Figure 3. Kinematics of the steering of the agricultural wide span
vehicle.

Figure 4. A scheme of forces and torques acting upon the wheel
of the agricultural wide span vehicle in the driving mode.
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the wheels with the supporting surface; Mj is the moment of iner-
tia; Tl1, Tl2 and Tr1, Tr2 are the lateral forces applied, respectively,
to the front and rear wheels of the left and right sides of the agri-
cultural wide span vehicle; Jm is the moment of inertia of the agri-

cultural wide span vehicle in a horizontal plane; is the 

angular acceleration of the agricultural wide span vehicle in a hor-
izontal plane, which occurs when entering the turn and leaving the
turn, and is equal to zero when the turn is stable, i.e. when turning
with a constant radius.

When the turn is stable, the following equality is satisfied:

      
(4)

hence:

      
(5)

The steering of the agricultural wide span vehicle is obtained
by means of the difference in the moments applied to the right and
left wheels. Equation (5) shows that the difference in moments
required for the turning of a crawler tractor, which has a similar
turning method to the agricultural wide span vehicle, is greater
than the corresponding value for the agricultural wide span vehi-
cle, due to the larger wheel track width and the relatively smaller
wheelbase of this last machine (Abe, 2015). On the contrary,
according to Equation (5), it makes the actual rotation possible
using the skid-steering system for wide-track axle agricultural trac-
tors.

In the local coordinate system xOy, which relates to the agri-
cultural wide span vehicle (Figure 3), the position of the instanta-
neous turning centre Op determines the relative speeds of the
wheels in the coordinates XaQYa. Therefore, for the conditional
centre Pl in the middle of the left-side wheels of the agricultural
wide span vehicle, the values of the velocity components Vxl and
Vyl can be found using:

                                                                                               

                                                          
(6)

And

                                                                       
(7)

where  is the angular turning velocity of the agricultural 

wide span vehicle in a horizontal plane.
In a similar way, the values of the velocity components Vxr and

Vyr can be found for the conditional centre Pr in the middle of the
right-side wheels of the agricultural wide span vehicle using:

                                                                                                

                                                          
(8)

And

                                                                      
(9)

If the sizes and elastic properties of the left and right tyres are
identical and the tyres interact with the supporting surface of the
tracks of permanent traffic lanes when a moment is applied to the
agricultural wide span vehicle in a horizontal plane, then equations
(7) and (9) highlight that the same lateral deformations will be
observed for the tyres of any given side. This implies that the tyres
have equal speeds, but opposite directions, thus causing the lateral
skidding of the tyres and their speeds in the transverse direction,
that is Vyl1 = –Vyl2 and , Vyr1 = –Vyr2 . The indicated equality of
velocities is possible only at x0 = L/2. Therefore, the point of the
instantaneous turning centre of the agricultural wide span vehicle
should always be on the axis of the transverse symmetry of its
undercarriage.

The result obtained for the position of the instantaneous centre
of rotation on the transverse symmetry axis of the wide-span agri-
cultural vehicle is useful for the implementation of the proposed
method of driving automation. Indeed, it is known that the skid
steering system mounted on a vehicle with rigid axles makes it
impossible to perform transverse motions of the machine without
rotations. This means that a turn by a skid steering system does not
allow to correct the trajectory by a lateral displacement of the
machine longitudinal axis, in which the instantaneous centre of rota-
tion is on the longitudinal axis of symmetry. In the case of a dis-
placement of the machine from a given trajectory (for example, due
to motion in a cross slope), the recovery of the given trajectory will
be performed by a rotation of the machine axis, and will require sub-
sequent correction by turning in the opposite direction. 

Experimental tests
As is known, any automatic motion system for mobile

machines must reproduce the given trajectory of motion (regulated
parameter) by steering control (regulating body), compensating all
deviations from the course, caused by the action of perturbing fac-
tors. In its classical formulation, the problem of automating the
driving of mobile machines is reduced to the task of creating a set
of devices that can perform the actions described above without
the participation of the operator. This problem with respect to
ground mobile machines, including bridge machines, turns out to
be quite difficult, primarily because of the difficulty of orientation.
During the movement of a mobile bridge vehicle, the action of a
large number of random disturbing factors creates many possible
situations, which need to be managed by controlling a number of
interrelated controls (steering, brakes, engine control, etc.). In this
respect, experimental tests were carried out in a specially equipped
laboratory aimed at implementing and analysing the results of the
proposed method based on a laser beam for the automatic driving
of the agricultural wide span vehicle along the tracks of permanent

                             Article
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traffic lanes. The use of a laser beam (or a different type of beam)
can represent, in our opinion, a useful approach to stabilize auto-
matically the trajectory of the agricultural wide span vehicle fitted
with a skid steering system along the tracks of permanent traffic
lanes. Unlike for the well-known laser beam-based driving system,
the path of the agricultural wide span vehicle may be determined
directly based on two fixed lines, which are the outer edges of the
pair of permanent traffic lanes (Bakker et al., 2011).

The equipment for setting up the laser beam for the motion tra-
jectory of the agricultural wide span vehicle and its automatic driv-
ing along the tracks of permanent traffic lanes was implemented in
the following way.

Two red LG-004RG laser emitters (LG, China) (1 and 2 in
Figure 5) were each fixed on a tripod. One tripod was placed at the
beginning of the run on the left edge of the permanent traffic lanes
and the other at the beginning of the run on the right edge (points
A1 and A2 in Figure 5A). The arrangement of the laser emitters was
precisely oriented horizontally relative to the tracks of the perma-
nent traffic lanes. These laser beams created two optical lines,
which represented the boundary within which the agricultural wide
span vehicle had to move along the permanent traffic lanes. The
main technical features of the LG-004RG laser emitters were the
following: wavelength range/CCT of 635 nm-670 nm, maximum
beam distance of 1000.0 m, and output power of 5mW. Two target
FD-263 photodetectors (Elektro Mag, Rovno, Ukraine) (3 and 4 in
Figure 5) were each fixed on a tripod. One tripod was placed at the
end of the run on the left edge of the permanent traffic lanes and
the other at the end of the run on the right edge (points B1 and B2
in Figure 5A). Each photodetector consisted of an array of photo-
diodes and each photodiode had a 3×3 mm photosensitive element. 

When the agricultural wide span vehicle was in motion, the
external disturbances acting on it tended to deviate it from the pre-
set rectilinear trajectory. In this case, the boundaries of its left-side
and right-side displacements were the outer edges of the perma-
nent traffic lanes.

These edges are represented in Figure 5A by the lines A1B1 and
A2B2, respectively. If a deviation from the preset trajectory of the
agricultural wide span vehicle in motion occurred so that its out-
line intersected any of these lines, a signal was generated and sent
to the corresponding electric motor then, depending on which (left
or right) photodiode stopped receiving a laser beam. This electric

motor modified the revolutions in the wheel drive of one of the
sides of the agricultural wide span vehicle. Therefore, if, for
instance, the agricultural wide span vehicle blocked with its right
wheels the supply of the laser beam to the right photodetector (i.e.
crossing of the line A2B2 occurred), then its shift took place to the
right. In such a case, the automatic system changed the revolutions
of the wheels of its left-side drive. After the restoration of the sup-
ply of the laser beam to the photodetector, the rectilinear move-
ment of the agricultural wide span vehicle was resumed. The dia-
gram of the electrical principle behind the automatic control of the
movement of the agricultural wide span vehicle is shown in Figure
6. In detail, Figure 6A shows the connection of the two electric
motors of the agricultural wide span vehicle that transmitted power
to the drives of its left and right wheels, respectively. The scheme
of the automated driving control of the agricultural wide span vehi-
cle, using the radiation-photodetector sensors, is shown in Figure
6B.

The agricultural wide span vehicle, moving along the tracks of
the permanent traffic lanes, covered a path of 200 m at the speed
of 2.0 m s–1 and the following parameters were recorded: i) the
oscillations between the on vs off supply of the electric motor (con-
trol action oscillations) that drove the corresponding wheels of one
side of the machine, which were strictly related to the fluctuations
of the tangential forces FDi; ii) the bearing angle φ of the agricul-
tural wide span vehicle. The test was repeated three times on the
same tracks.

The relative bearing angles φ of the turning of the agricultural
wide span vehicle in the horizontal plane was measured through
the 3-Axis gyroscope module GY-521 (InvenSense Inc, San Jose,
California, USA, having a measurement range of ±200° s–1. This
gyroscope module GY-521, which was placed on the frame of the
agricultural wide span vehicle close to the longitudinal coordinate
of its centre of mass, was connected to a laptop via the L-CARD
model E14-140-M (Moscow, Russian Federation) converter carry-
ing a 32 bits processor and 8 differential input channels. The con-
verter also received the electrical feeding and no feeding signal
from the digital volt-ampere meter AC130-250V placed in the con-
trol block of the agricultural wide span vehicle. An ad hoc software
was used to evaluate the time of supplying and stopping the elec-
tric motor of the wheel drive of one of the boards. In particular, the
stopping time was considered as restoration time of the straight-
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Figure 5. A) The driving scheme of the agricultural wide span vehicle based on the laser; B) arrangement of the equipment for the laser
along the trajectory on the left side of the vehicle; C) the same equipment on the right side of the vehicle. 1, 2 - the emitters; 3, 4 - the
receivers.
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line motion of the machine due to the deviation from it. Therefore,
this electric supplying and stopping time determined fluctuations
in the automatic driving system of the agricultural wide span vehi-
cle. The obtained experimental data were statistically processed to
evaluate frequency, dispersion, normalized spectral density con-
cerning the fluctuations of both the tangential forces FDi, and the
bearing angle φ. As is known, the analysis of the dispersion of fluc-
tuations, which characterises a random oscillatory process as this
under study, can be performed in the frequency domain through the
spectral densities (Park, 2018). 

Results and discussion
The analysis of the spectral densities highlighted that, during

the motion of the skid steering wide span vehicle along the tracks
of permanent lanes, the oscillations related to the tangential forces
FDi, had a low frequency (Figure 7). The basic spectrum of these
dispersions was concentrated in a range of frequencies from 0 to
2.0 s–1, that is from 0 to 0.5 Hz. The dispersion of the oscillations
of the bearing angle φ was also concentrated in almost the same
frequency range (Figure 7). The standard deviation of the fluctua-
tions of this parameter was ±0.014 radians. As is known, this sta-
tistical parameter estimates the variance of the bridge vehicle devi-
ations from the straight-line trajectory during its movement. The
smaller the variance of the angular deviations of the agricultural
vehicle, the more organized the system of its automatic driving
along the tracks of permanent lanes.

Since the main spectrum of dispersions of these oscillations
was focused on low frequencies (Figure 7), only the high accuracy
of the system of its automated driving on the tracks of permanent
lanes using a laser beam made it possible for it to be adequately
controllable.

The test for the automatic driving process of the agricultural
wide span vehicle, when in motion along a straight trajectory,
showed that it is necessary to fix two points on both sides of the
field at a distance S apart in order to achieve a high pointing accu-
racy of the laser beam (Figure 5). If the emitter is installed at point

A1, the beam must hit point B2 with a preset accuracy ±δs to
achieve the fixed driving precision of the agricultural wide span
vehicle. Therefore, the following condition for the position accura-
cy of the emitter ±Δα had to be met:

                                                        
(10)

where ±δs is the preset accuracy of the laser beam sent by the emit-
ter and S is the length of the run.

Equation (10) is illustrated in Figure 8. As to the predetermined
accuracy of the beam position relative to the rows of plants ±δs =
±0.025 m, the accuracy of the direction of the laser beam at a dis-
tance S=200 m should not exceed ±Δα = ±0.07°. If the distance S
is increased to 1000 m, the value ±Δα decreases by 80% to ±Δα =
±0.0014°. Such an accuracy can be achieved by using special laser
emitters with higher accuracies or by equipping the agricultural
wide span vehicle with a ‘near’ navigation system, which fixes the
position of the landmarks connected with the traffic lanes. The sec-
ond method complicates the automation system of the movement
and significantly increases the cost of the agricultural wide span
vehicle.

When the preset accuracy of the laser beam sent by the emitter
is decreased by half (±δs = ±0.05 m), the required accuracy of the
position of the emitter decreases proportionally by half (Figure 8).

For the agricultural wide span vehicle to steer at the predeter-
mined position accuracy of the preset beam±δs, when moving in a
straight line at a constant speed V, the topmost delay time Δtmax of
the control signal of its automated control system should be equal
to (Figure 8):

                                                        
(11)

As an example, a trajectory deviation φ≤5° requires Δtmax=0.11

                             Article

Figure 6. The schematic diagram of the principle behind the automatic driving control of the agricultural wide span vehicle: A) the
power unit; B) the automated control system. L1, L2, L3, phase conductors; PE, protection wire; N, zero wire; M1, M2, left and right
running electric motors; QF1, QF2, automatic switches; KM1, KM2, magnetic starters; KK1, KK2, thermal relays; SA1, SA2, SA3,
switches; KV1, KV2, intermediate relays; UZ1, UZ2, power supply (conversion of AC to DC voltage); BL1, BL2, laser light photore-
ceiver; A1, A2, laser optical device; G, laser conversion source.
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s at a speed V=2.5 m s–1 (Figure 9).
With a decrease in the speed of motion V of the agricultural

wide span vehicle from 2.5 m s–1 to 1 m s–1, the maximum possible
time Δtmax increases exponentially, which is desirable for a more
stable operation of the automated control system. At a speed of
motion V of about 1 m s–1, however, this delay time Δtmax should
not be more than 0.3 s. Therefore, the automatic trajectory control,
which was implemented on the agricultural wide span vehicle for
its automatic driving, proved to be more stable at the low speeds of
the vehicle’s motion.

If the directional stability of the motion of the agricultural wide
span vehicle is such that the amplitude of its angular oscillations φ
reaches 12°, then, according to Equation (11), the time Δtmax will
decrease by about 16% (Figure 9). This entails more stringent
requirements for the operation of the automatic control system.

Some challenges have to be faced in the implementation of our
proposed method of automatic driving of the agricultural wide
span vehicle along a couple of permanent traffic lanes by means of
emitters and target photodetectors located at opposite ends of the
field. For instance, after each transit, the emitter-photodetector sys-
tem needs to be rearranged in the adjacent traffic lanes for the next
passage. Therefore, for full automation of the operation of the agri-
cultural wide span vehicle in the field, each couple of traffic lanes
should be equipped with its own emitter-photodetector sensors.
Despite the costs that may be incurred as a result of the equipment
in the field with such systems, an important advantage of our pro-
posed method for an automatically driven bridge agricultural
implement is the lack of a GPS system for this purpose.

Conclusions
An analysis was made of the automatic driving system of an

agricultural wide span vehicle along permanent traffic lanes, using
a laser beam, which changes direction by the adjustment of the
rotational speeds of the wheels. Theoretically, significant advan-
tages have been confirmed for this steering system of this type of
machine compared to the similar method of turning of a crawler
tractor. The turning of the agricultural wide span vehicle requires a
significantly smaller difference in the moments applied to its right-
and left-side wheels, due to a larger wheel track width and a rela-
tively smaller wheelbase. From the point of view of the lowest
energy consumption, the implementation of the aforesaid turning
method of the agricultural wide span vehicle is possible if the
velocity vectors of its left and right-side wheels are equal and
opposite in direction, i.e. the turning of the agricultural wide span
vehicle should be carried out in such a way that the instantaneous
centre of its turning is on the axis of the transverse symmetry of its
undercarriage. The automated driving process of the agricultural
wide span vehicle along permanent traffic lanes was developed and
tested by the Authors, using a laser beam. This process has made it
possible to determine the accuracy of the position of the laser beam
emitter at a value of 0.0014° and a run length of 1000 m.

The proposed method is very useful where GPS systems are
not available, as it requires each pair of traffic lines to be equipped
with their own emitter-photodetector sensors to ensure continuous
automatic operation of the agricultural wide span vehicle.
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Figure 7. Normalized spectral densities of the fluctuations related
to the tangential forces FDi acting on the wheels of one side of the
skid steering wide span tractor and its bearing angle φ.

Figure 8. Position accuracy of the emitter ±Da versus the length
of the run S at different preset accuracies of the laser beam from
the emitter ±ds.

Figure 9. Topmost possible delay time Dtmax of the control signal
versus the speed of the motion of the agricultural wide span vehi-
cle V for different amplitudes of its trajectory deviation.
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